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Abstract—Multi-cloud storage can provide better features such as availability and scalability. Current works use multiple cloud storage

providers with erasure coding to achieve certain benefits including fault-tolerance improving or vendor lock-in avoiding. However, these

works only use the multi-cloud storage in ad-hoc ways, and none of them considers the optimization issue in general. In fact, the key to

optimize the multi-cloud storage is to effectively choose providers and erasure coding parameters. Meanwhile, the data placement

should satisfy system or application developers’ requirements. As developers often demand various objectives to be optimized

simultaneously, such complex requirement optimization cannot be easily fulfilled by ad-hoc ways. This paper presents Triones, a

systematic model to formally formulate data placement in multi-cloud storage by using erasure coding. Firstly, Triones addresses the

problem of data placement optimization by applying non-linear programming and geometric space abstraction. It could satisfy complex

requirements involving multi-objective optimization. Secondly, Triones can effectively balance among different objectives in

optimization and is scalable to incorporate new ones. The effectiveness of the model is proved by extensive experiments on multiple

cloud storage providers in the real world. For simple requirements, Triones can achieve 50 percent access latency reduction, compared

with the model in mLibCloud. For complex requirements, Triones can improve fault-tolerance level by 2� and reduce access latency

and vendor lock-in level by 30�70 percent and 49.85 percent respectively with about 19.19 percent more cost, compared with the

model only optimizing cost in Scalia.

Index Terms—Systematic model, data placement optimization, multi-cloud storage, complex requirements
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1 INTRODUCTION

CLOUD storage can provide virtually unlimited storage
capacity for its users. It has been a trend that large num-

bers of organizations, companies, government departments,
etc., are storing their data into cloud [1]. However, only using
one cloud storage provider is more likely to suffer from sin-
gle-point failures and vendor lock-in [2], [3]. As a result, the
multi-cloud storage that relies onmultiple cloud storage pro-
viders to place data at some redundance level has been used
by current works [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. It can provide better
service quality including vendor lock-in avoiding as well as
fault-tolerance improving. These features are extremely ben-
eficial to systems or applications such as data backup, docu-
ment archiving, or electronic health recording, which need
to keep a large amount of data.

In such cases, erasure coding [8], [9], [10] is usually
applied for further improvement as it can significantly
reduce the cost of data storage compared to full replication
[11], [12], [13]. The total amount of data that must be

transferred over the network can also be reduced. With era-
sure coding, each data object is evenly divided into k blocks
and then these blocks are used to generate n� k encoded
data blocks (n blocks in total, n > k). This is called as
parameter ðn; kÞ of erasure coding. These n data blocks will
be uploaded into n cloud storage providers, with each pro-
vider holding just one data block respectively. Any k blocks
from the n ones can be used to reconstruct the original data
object. We can see that erasure coding can naturally fit into
the multi-cloud storage.

However, many previous works [2], [4], [5], [6] only
used the erasure-coding based multi-cloud storage to
achieve certain features. Few of them considered the opti-
mization issue under this circumstance. For example, both
DepSky [5] and mLibCloud [6] have achieved low access
latency, but they did not give a solution to achieve optimal
access performance from the multi-cloud storage to a spe-
cific location. Scalia [7] has done the optimization work on
the cost. However, it only conducted single objective opti-
mization, which is far from enough for the multi-cloud
storage. Multi-objective optimization [14], [15] such as opti-
mizing cost, access latency, and fault-tolerance at the same
time has been left unaddressed.

In fact, the most important part of optimizing the multi-
cloud storage1 is the optimization on data placement, which
is to choose an optimized data placement configuration. A
data placement configuration in the multi-cloud storage con-
sists of erasure coding parameter ðn; kÞ and n cloud storage
providers.
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1. In the rest of this paper, multi-cloud storage is used to represent
the storage which consists of multiple cloud storage providers and
stores data stripped by using erasure coding.
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It is non-trivial to achieve data placement optimiza-
tion in general in the multi-cloud storage. Data place-
ment configurations with diverse cloud storage
providers and different ðn; kÞ parameters offer totally dif-
ferent serving ability (e.g., cost, access latency, or vendor
lock-in). Moreover, it further complicates the optimiza-
tion that developers do have different optimization
requirements, according to the properties of their sys-
tems or applications. Here, we use simple requirement to
represent single objective optimization, i.e., optimizing
only one factor. Complex requirement is used to represent
the situation of optimizing multiple factors at the same
time. For instance, some developers who want to store
critical data in the multi-cloud storage would be inter-
ested in optimizing factors including cost, fault-tolerance
level (FTL), and vendor lock-in level simultaneously.
Other developers might care more about those factors of
cost, access latency, as well as availability for data that
are accessed frequently. Moreover, as an additional
demand for the optimization model of the multi-cloud
storage, it must be general enough to incorporate new
factors and new requirements that might be raised in the
future. This is meaningful as the cloud storage technol-
ogy is still under rapid development. Ad-hoc ways of
randomly choosing data placement configurations used
in previous works can hardly fulfill the optimization to
satisfy complex requirements. Furthermore, it is impossi-
ble for developers to deal with such complicated data
placement optimization issue themselves.

In this paper, we present Triones, a systematic model
to formulate data placement in the multi-cloud storage as
well as the ways of its optimization. Triones applies non-
linear programming [16], [17] to define the problem of
data placement optimization under complex require-
ments. In the non-linear programming, Triones regards
all the factors associated with the multi-cloud storage as
derived variables from basic variables and constants.
Basic variables are used as representation of the final
optimized results (configurations) for data placement.
They consist of a set of 1 or 0 to represent whether a cor-
responding provider is used or not with an additional
variable k, representing the parameter of erasure coding.
Besides, constants stand for the characteristics of underly-
ing cloud storage providers.

The objective function of the non-linear programming is
a combination of factors to be optimized. They map to a
complex requirement demanded by system or application
developers. Moreover, inequalities in the non-linear
programming are used to represent constraints on factors.
The left-hand side of each constraint inequality represents
one factor under constraint while the right-hand side of it is
the quantifiable constraint on this factor.

We use euclidean distance measure in an abstract geo-
metric space [18], [19] to balance among different kinds of
factors to get the optimized results for the objective func-
tion. The results correspond to the optimized data place-
ment configurations that satisfy developers’ complex
requirements subject to certain constraints. In addition, Tri-
ones can also address data placement optimization under
simple requirements, in which cases the objective function
contains only one factor.

In this paper, we have made the following contributions:

1) We analyze data placement optimization in the
multi-cloud storage and point out several aspects that
complicate the process to choose optimized data
placement configurations. One is that complex
requirements are much common for developers who
intend to deploy their systems or applications in the
multi-cloud storage. The other is that new factors will
be under consideration in the future. We think these
issues on optimization should be considered system-
atically instead of in ad-hoc ways. This motivates a
systematic approach to rethinking the data placement
optimization problem in themulti-cloud storage.

2) We propose a systematic model called Triones. It
uses non-linear programming to formulate and opti-
mize data placement in the multi-cloud storage
under complex requirements. We apply the euclid-
ean distance measure through geometric space
abstraction to construct the objective function, which
helps get the final optimized data placement config-
urations. In this way, single objective as well as
multi-objective optimization can be well addressed
in Triones. Moreover, this model is general enough
to adopt new factors and new requirements.

3) We have designed and implemented Triones.
Experiments using Triones and the workloads col-
lected from a file sharing application show that, com-
pared to models in previous works, Triones is able to
effectively satisfy both simple and complex require-
ments for the multi-cloud storage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we outline the background and motivation for
Triones. Section 3 presents the systematic model in detail.
The optimization method used in Triones is discussed in
Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the design and imple-
mentation of Triones. We give the evaluation in Section 6 to
show the effectiveness of Triones in satisfying different
requirements on optimization. Related works are discussed
in Section 7 and we conclude our paper in Section 8.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Single Cloud Storage versus Multi-Cloud
Storage

Single cloud storage relies on only one individual cloud
storage provider. It is easy for developers to build their sys-
tems or applications over single cloud storage. What they
need to do is only to use the APIs offered by the underlying
cloud storage provider. This provider guarantees its service
quality through its SLAs [20]. However, such SLAs will
always be easily broken under the circumstance of using
only one cloud storage provider. It is due to the fact that
one provider cannot prevent transient failures that affect
the service availability and permanent failures that cause
permanent data loss from occurring [2], [3], [5]. For exam-
ple, as reported on June 29, 2012, an outage caused by
power issues made Amazon’s services unavailable, which
took down numerous companies such as Netflix and Pinter-
est [21]. Even worse, the accidents ever happened in Micro-
soft and Amazon resulted in permanent loss or corruption
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of users’ data [3], [6]. Moreover, one has to face the issue of
vendor lock-in in single cloud storage, that is, if he/she puts
all data into one cloud storage provider, he/she is totally
limited by this provider and it will be much expensive to
switch from the provider to another [2].

To avoid the disadvantages of single cloud storage, most
works [2], [4], [5], [6] have used multi-cloud storage to
deploy the systems or applications. They stripe data into
multiple cloud storage providers distributed in different
geographical locations. This helps guarantee better fault tol-
erance, higher service availability as well as data durability,
and avoiding vendor lock-in. In such cases, erasure coding
is introduced to significantly reduce the amount of data to
be stored compared to full replication [11], [12], [13], but
with an overhead on read latency [6]. However, system or
application developers can accept such overhead to achieve
a lower cost for keeping a large amount of data. Such a sce-
nario is common for a wide range of systems or applications
providing services like data back-up, document archiving,
or electronic health recording [2], [5], [6]. As a result, multi-
cloud storage that is based on erasure coding is well suited
to these types of systems or applications.

2.2 Optimization for Data Placement in the
Multi-Cloud Storage

Many previous works used the multi-cloud storage just in
ad-hocways to provide certain features. They only randomly
chose the underlying cloud storage providers and parameter
ðn; kÞ for their systems or applications. They did not further
explore how far the optimization can be achieved in the
multi-cloud storage by effectively choosing data placement
configurations. A data placement configuration for the
multi-cloud storage consists of n cloud storage providers
and parameter ðn; kÞ of erasure coding. Optimization is
essential in this case as data placement configurations with
different cloud storage providers and parameters ðn; kÞ offer
totally different serving ability. Although Scalia [7] did adopt
an adaptive scheme to choose data placement configurations
at optimal cost, it only conducted single objective optimiza-
tion and lacked a solution formulti-objective optimization.

Moreover, depending on the properties of the systems or
applications, developers will hold various optimization
requirements that are either simple or complex. Even within
the same system or application, developers will have differ-
ent requirements on data objects with diverse access pat-
terns. Consequently, it is difficult for developers to cope
with the data placement optimization issue themselves
when deploying their systems or applications over the
multi-cloud storage. A model that can formulate data place-
ment optimization in a systematic way to address the issue
is needed under this circumstance.

3 TRIONES—THE SYSTEMATIC MODEL

3.1 Formulation of Triones

The scenarios of how developers would deploy their sys-
tems or applications in the multi-cloud storage are shown
in Fig. 1. The underlying cloud storage providers are
located in different regions in the world. These providers
only provide storage services and do not support running
any program. Developers can use the multi-cloud storage

in two modes. One is to build standalone services in inde-
pendent datacenters to serve their users, but keep data in
the multi-cloud storage. The other is to build service func-
tions into end-user applications directly. Triones aims to
target both scenarios.

Linear Programming is limited to supporting different
developer-required factors that may have complex defini-
tions. We use non-linear programming [16], [17] for gener-
ally coping with data placement optimization. A lot of
information should be taken into consideration while build-
ing the inequalities of constraints as well as the objective
function of the non-linear programming. Each constraint
inequality formula represents a constraint on one factor.
The objective function is made up of factors that need to be
optimized. The factor under consideration is built on top of
basic variables and constants in Triones.

Basic variables are used to represent the results of optimi-
zation. They contain the information of cloud storage pro-
viders that are used for placing data. They also contain the
information of erasure coding parameters. Thus, we can use
a variable set,X, to denote these variables.X takes the form:

X ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xN; kg: (1)

N is the total number of cloud storage providers. Each xi

(1 � i � N) equals to 1 or 0 that means the provider does
appear or not in the final data placement configuration. The
variable k is the parameter of erasure coding. As the sum of
xi is the value of another erasure coding parameter n, n is
not in the final result. All xi (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N) and k are the
variables in the non-linear programming. A specific result
of X, denoted as Xs (s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; S), is a data placement
configuration. S indicates the total number of data place-
ment configurations that can be generated from N cloud
storage providers by using erasure coding. For example,
assume there are four cloud storage providers, then one
configuration may be f1; 1; 1; 1; kð3Þg while another configu-
ration may be f1; 1; 0; 1; kð2Þg. Such configurations could be
used to place data for upper-level systems or applications.

The characteristics of underlying cloud storage providers
can be regarded as coefficients for the non-linear program-
ming. They are constants that are either provided by cloud
storage providers completely through their SLAs on web-
sites (e.g., guaranteed durability or pricing strategy) or col-
lected by using test programs (e.g., access latency). These

Fig. 1. The overview of how developers would build their systems or
applications in the multi-cloud storage.
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characteristics are the base to decide whether a data place-
ment configuration can satisfy developers’ requirements or
not. Therefore, each cloud provider i can map to a character-

istic vector denoted as Pi
!
, and Pi

!¼ ðCi;1; Ci;2; . . . ; Ci;KÞ. In
Pi
!
, each component reflects one characteristic for the ith

cloud storage provider, with total K characteristics under

consideration. Thus, we can further have P ¼ ½ P1
�!

;

P2
�!

; . . . ; PN
�!�T. P is the characteristic matrix of all providers.

It can be used as the constant coefficient matrix for con-
straint inequalities as well as the objective function of the
non-linear programming.

Thus, the general form of the data placement optimiza-
tion problem for multi-cloud storage systems can be
expressed as follows:

Minimize : f1ðX;P Þ
: f2ðX;P Þ
: � � �

Subject to : f
0
1ðX;P Þ < Con1

: f
0
2ðX;P Þ < Con2

: � � �

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(2)

In Equation (2), fe (e ¼ 1; 2; . . .) means a factor to be opti-

mized in the objective function while f
0
e (e ¼ 1; 2; . . .) means

a factor at the left-hand side of a constraint inequality.

feðX;P Þ and f
0
eðX;P Þ indicate that all these factors are

defined from the variable set X and constant coefficient
matrix P . Cone is the quantifiable constraint on fe in con-
straint inequalities. Notice that the factors in the constraint
inequalities can also appear in the objective function of the
non-linear programming. This is quite possible that, for
example, developers might want a constraint on vendor
lock-in level while still expecting to choose a result with the
lowest vendor lock-in level. So far we have not defined
the objective function. We will defer this until discussing
the optimization. Developers can put multiple factors in the
objective function to represent a complex requirement. The
specific value of X that could minimize the objective func-
tion is the data placement configuration that satisfies devel-
opersa�complex requirements subject to constraints.

3.2 An Instance of Triones

For clarification, we consider five factors in Triones: vendor
lock-in level, fault-tolerance level, access latency, cost, and
availability. All these factors have been proved important
for upper-level systems or applications by previous studies
[2], [4], [5], [6], [7].

Vendor lock-in level. Vendor lock-in level is relevant with
the number of cloud storage providers2 (n, i.e., sum of xi) in
a data placement configuration. A larger nmeans a less pos-
sibility that the data of upper-level systems or applications
are limited by one or some particular providers. Hence,
according to work [2], [7], we could use the reciprocal of n
to reflect vendor lock-in level in different configurations.
That is, the vendor lock-in level can be formalized from the
variables. The value of it is in range 0; 1ð �. Denote the vendor
lock-in level as V , then it can be expressed as V ¼ 1=n.

Fault-tolerance level. One of the most important benefits to
place data in the multi-cloud storage is to tolerate transient
or permanent failures of certain number of providers. We
define fault-tolerance level, denoted as F , as F ¼ n� k.
Fault tolerance level is used to quantify the ability of a data
placement configuration to tolerate failures. It is defined
from variable set X. With erasure coding, a data placement
configuration could tolerate n� k cloud storage providers
failing at the same time. Hence, the configuration with a
higher value of F can offer better availability and durability.

Availability. Only defining fault-tolerance level is not
enough to reflect the actual reliability provided by a data
placement configuration. For example, both parameters
with ðn; kÞ ¼ ð3; 2Þ and ðn; kÞ ¼ ð10; 9Þ have the same fault-
tolerance level, but the latter is less reliable because it is
more likely to suffer from provider failures. Thus, we have
to further define the availability and durability. The overall
availability of a data placement configuration, denoted as
A, can be defined as:

A ¼ 1�
Xn

m¼n�kþ1

Xn
mð Þ

j¼1

Y
i2Nj

ð1� aiÞ
Y
i
0 2N0

j

ai0 : (3)

Overall availability is based on the variable set X as well
as constant coefficient matrix P (actually the availability col-
umn in the matrix). In Equation (3), Nj indicates a set of m

providers that are unavailable while N
0
j is a set of n�m pro-

viders that still work normally. The ai (ai0 ) is the availability

that provider i (i
0
) guarantees through its SLA, a constant

appearing in P . The overall availability of a configuration is
equal to the probability that no more than n� k providers
crash at the same time. This depends on the fact that events
of going to crash are independent among these cloud
storage providers [22], as one has no influence on others’
service. The analysis of data durability is the same as
availability, so we skip it for page limitation.

Cost. Cost is the factor that can also be derived from the
variable vector X and constant coefficient matrix P . In the
multi-cloud storage, the cost can be defined as:

C ¼P5
j¼1

PT
i¼1

R
xi � Y1 þ Y2ð Þdt

Y1 ¼
PGi;j�1

g¼0 Di;j;g � Ui;j;gðtÞ
� �

Y2 ¼ Y3 �
PGi;j�1

g¼0 Di;j;g

� �
� Ui;j;Gi;j

ðtÞ
Y3 ¼ Mj �RjðtÞ þR

0
i;j

� �
M
�! ¼ 1

k ;
1
n ;

1
k ;

k
n ; 1

� �
:

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(4)

C represents the cost to keep data objects in a data place-
ment configuration. The RjðtÞ’s (j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5) are the
resources consumed at time t: R1ðtÞ is for the amount of
storage, R2ðtÞ is for the amount of transfer-out, R3ðtÞ is for
the amount of transfer-in, R4ðtÞ is for the number of GET
(Read) requests, and R5ðtÞ is for the number of PUT (Write)
requests. As one data object is divided into equal-sized
blocks to be uploaded into the providers of a configuration,
the real resources consumed on the data object is impacted

by this configuration. M
�!

denotes the vector of impact
parameters of a data placement configuration on cost. The
Mj’s (j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5) are for storage, transfer out, transfer in,

2. Assume the providers work independently which means one will
not influence others.
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GET requests, and PUT requests. Moreover, the R
0
i;j’s are

sources that have been used in provider i.
Several cloud storage providers set ladders for charging.

The price changes at different ladders. We take such pricing
strategy into consideration for calculating cost. Ui;j;gðtÞ rep-
resents the price of provider i for data storage ( j ¼ 1), data
transfer-out ( j ¼ 2), data transfer-in ( j ¼ 3), GET requests
( j ¼ 4), and PUT requests ( j ¼ 5) at ladder g and time t. If a
provider does appear in a data placement configuration, its
pricing strategy will be used for the calculation of cost. Di;j;g

stands for the threshold of ladder g in provider i on j (note
that Di;j;0 ¼ 0). They are all characteristics of the providers
in P . Gi;j is the number of ladders used in provider i on j.

Access latency. The access latency of a data object from site
r to a data placement configuration Xs, LXs;r, can be defined
as follows:

LXs;r ¼
1

k
� max

1�i�N
fxi � li;rg: (5)

In this equation, li;r is the access latency of this data object
from r to cloud storage provider i. It is in the matrix P and
can be gotten by testing. Note that it includes latency of
processing requests in the providers as well as transferring
data through the Internet. Moreover, li;r here refers to the
latency tested under a fixed large size (e.g., 4 MB) instead of
various sizes, the same as LXs;r. This is due to the fact that
performance of accessing large-size data objects is enough
to reflect the network conditions from a specific site r to dif-
ferent cloud storage providers [2], [5], [6], [13]. In Triones,
we use the access latency of 4 MB-size data objects as the cri-
teria to measure a data placement configuration in provid-
ing access performance.

Recall that in data write, n blocks of a data object have to
be uploaded into n providers. While in data read, k pro-
viders of the n ones would be chosen to retrieve k blocks to
reconstruct the original data object. As a result, the defini-
tion of access latency from site r to a data placement config-
uration Xs is based on the following assumption: the
accessing actions can be executed in parallel [5]. As the

amount of each block is 1
k of the original data object, LXs;r

can be roughly estimated as 1
k of the maximum value among

all li;r, if provider i is included in Xs. This definition is rea-
sonable due to the fact that if one provider is quite slow,
then the overall access latency will be increased.

Based on all the definitions, we can have a complex
requirement of optimizing fault-tolerance level, access
latency, and cost simultaneously. These three factors will be
put in the objective function. We can also set three con-
straints on the optimization: a) vendor lock-in level should
be no more than 0.2; b) fault-tolerance level should be no
less than 1; c) guaranteed availability should be no less than
99.999 percent. The factors under constraint compose the
inequality formulas.

4 DATA PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATION

4.1 The General Objective Function

One or more factors can be put in the objective function
reflecting simple requirements or complex requirements.
However, as discussed above, the factors considered have

distinct definitions with each other. They have different
units, differ significantly in the order of magnitude (e.g.,
cost and vendor lock-in level), and reflect independent
aspects of a system. It is not easy to combine them reason-
ably under developers’ complex requirements, not to
mention new and unpredictable factors that may be
raised in the future.

Triones addresses this issue in the way through multi-
dimension geometric space abstraction [18], [19]. In this geo-
metric space, each dimension independently represents one
factor. Based on the definition of these factors, every possible
data placement configuration (i.e., Xs) can be used to calcu-
late a specific value on each factor. Then each configuration
maps to a point in this space, with the components of the
point being the values of factors F ¼ ff1; f2; . . . ; fEg. E is the
total number of factors in the objective function. Configura-
tions whose values of factors violate the constraints do not
map to any point in themulti-dimension geometric space.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, for optimization, Triones sets a
best point in the multi-dimension geometric space. The best
point consists of the best value in each dimension. For exam-
ple, in the dimension of access latency, the best value should
be the lowest access latency to a specific data placement
configuration. Notice that not all the best values are the
smallest ones for corresponding dimensions. The bestmeans
the smallest for cost and vendor lock-in level while it means
the largest for other factors such as availability and fault-tol-
erance level. It is decided by the definitions of the factors
under consideration. Then, each point can get the distance
to the best point by using euclidean distance measure. A
point with a shorter distance to the best point will be consid-
ered as a better point and the corresponding configuration
will be considered as a better schema.

However, the euclidean distance requires the same units
of measurement for each dimension. Thus, we have to cal-
culate the distance by using normalized values instead of
absolute ones. The normalized value of a component in a
point is calculated by its absolute value over maximum
value in the corresponding dimension. The maximum value
of every dimension composes a maximum point, which is
also used for euclidean distance measure. The best point
and the maximum point are usually virtual points that do

Fig. 2. A three-dimension geometric space for optimizing cost, fault-
tolerance level, and vendor lock-in level.
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not match any data placement configuration. They are only
meaningful for getting the optimized point (configuration).

With normalized values in all dimensions, Triones pro-
vides a general objective function in the form of euclidean-
distance measure. Assume that there are E factors to be
optimized. Then in a E-dimension geometric space, a
data placement configuration Xs could map to a point
ðf1ðXs; P Þ; . . . ; fEðXs; P ÞÞ. Moreover, the best point could

be labeled as ðfbest
1 ; . . . ; fbest

E Þ and the maximum point could
be labeled as ðfmax

1 ; . . . ; fmax
E Þ. For the best and maximum

points, fbeste (e ¼ 1; . . . ; E) is the best value among feðXs; P Þ
(1 � s � S) while fmax

e (e ¼ 1; . . . ; E) is the maximum
value among feðXs; P Þ (1 � s � S). Then the euclidean dis-
tance from point of Xs to the best point, denoted as EDs,
can be defined as:

EDs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXE
e¼1

We � feðXs; P Þ � fbeste

fmax
e

� 	2

vuut : (6)

We is the optimization weight for factor fe andPE
e¼1 We ¼ 1. When developers require some factors to

have more importance than others in the optimization, they
can increase the optimization weight of these factors. To get
a final result that optimizes (minimizes) this objective func-
tion, Triones traverses all possible data placement configu-
rations. For each configuration, the value of each optimizing
factor it could offer will be calculated. Then the configura-
tion maps to a point in the multi-dimension geometric
space. By setting a best point and a maximum point from
the components of all points, each EDs can be gotten. Thus,
the configuration with the smallest value of EDs corre-
sponds to the optimized result of the objective function.

Note that this equation is also valid for simple require-
ments. Under this circumstance, the only factor derived
fromX and P is in Equation (6), the optimization weight for
this factor is 100 percent, and the final result corresponds
to the best point.

4.2 Discussion

Table 1 lists main mathematical notations defined and used
in Triones. In addition, there are some features of Triones
that need discussion:

Generality. As can be seen from the previous definitions,
Triones is not oriented to any specific factor. It is general
enough to adopt as many quantifiable factors as needed for
data placement optimization in the multi-cloud storage. The
combination of factors to be optimized can also be arbitrary.
Thus, both single objective and multi-objective optimization
can be conducted in Triones. This feature is quite useful for
the long-time effectiveness of the model. New factors as
well as new requirements on optimization will be raised
quite possibly in the future. Even so, Triones can give sys-
tem or application developers a powerful tool to get opti-
mized results on these new factors and requirements, which
cannot be realised by ways of choosing data placement con-
figurations randomly.

Dynamicity. Triones does support dynamic parameters.
The parameters can change in diverse ways, e.g., the joining
of new cloud storage providers or the price variation of a
provider. With a systematic definition, Triones is able to
immediately update these parameter changes into variable
set X and constant coefficient matrix P . In this way, new
variables and constants can be used to calculate new opti-
mized configurations.

Complexity. Triones has to traverse all possible data
placement configurations to find one that minimizes the
objective function. The time complexity of this process is

Oð2NÞ, in which N is the number of cloud storage provider
candidates. In the real world, N is relatively small and
usually less than 20 [6], [7]. Hence, the traverse process is
still computationally feasible.

4.3 Data Migration

The changing of the optimized data placement configura-
tion causes data migration. Several factors can cause
configuration change such as the change of cloud storage
provider parameters, optimization requirements, and
data access patterns. However, the former two factors do
not change often. For example, the eight cloud storage
providers used in our evaluation all have their regular
services for years. Rackspace Cloudfiles [29] keeps its
pricing strategy unchanged for nearly two years. Ama-
zon-S3 [20] only has two pricing changes in 2014. In terms
of optimization requirements, developers will not change
them frequently due to the characteristics of specific
applications. As a result, the main trigger for data migra-
tion is the change of access patterns. Considerable access
pattern variation can cause the frequent configuration
change [7]. However, applications like data backup, docu-
ment archiving and health-care recording, which domi-
nate the usage of multi-cloud storage [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], will suffer little data migration due to their low and
steady access patterns.

With Triones, developers can get the optimized configu-
rations for different access patterns. Besides, developers can
also get the information on the cost, the real data size, and
the real requests needed by a migration from Triones. We
formulate these three factors as follows:

TABLE 1
Some Main Mathematical Notations Defined

and Their Descriptions

Definition Description

N the number of cloud storage providers under
consideration

S the number of data placement configurations
generated from N providers by using erasure
coding

P the constant coefficient matrix, representing
the characteristics of all providers, for the
non-linear programming

xi a boolean value that represents whether
provider i (1 � i � N) is used or not in the
final configuration

ðn; kÞ the erasure coding parameter (1 < k < n ¼PN
i¼1 xi)

X the optimization result consisting of xi
and ðn; kÞ

Xs a specific value ofX that corresponds to
a specific data placement configuration

EDs The euclidean distance from the point
corresponding toXs to the best point in the
multi-dimension geometric space
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Oc ¼ Vout Xold; Qs;Qnð Þ þVin Xnew;Qs;Qnð Þ;
Q
0
n ¼ kold þ nnewð Þ �Qn;

Q
0
s ¼ 1þ nnew

knew

� �
�Qs:

8><
>: (7)

In this equation, Qn is the total number of the data objects
needed for migration and Qs is their size. Migrating an
object includes: reading the data blocks from the old config-
uration Xold with the cost of Vout, reconstructing the object,
dividing the object with new configuration Xnew, and finally
uploading the new blocks with the cost of Vin. Reconstruct-
ing the original data and re-encoding the data are per-
formed locally, thus such cost is not considered.
Equation (7) uses derived components of Equation (4), in
which Vout is calculated by using j ¼ 2; 4 (Qs ¼ R2ðtÞ; Qn ¼
R4ðtÞ) and Vin is calculated by using j ¼ 3; 5 (Qs ¼ R3ðtÞ;
Qn ¼ R5ðtÞ). Oc becomes large with the increasing of Qn and
Qs. Due to the properties of erasure coding, the real requests

consumed (Q
0
n) during the migration and the real size of

data needed to be transferred (Q
0
s) differ from Qn and Qs

respectively, as shown in Equation (7).
The cost of data migration is orthogonal to the data place-

ment configuration optimization studied in this paper.
However, the cost is very important for developers to make
decisions on whether to migrate or not, considering applica-
tion specific characteristics. For example, if the optimized
configuration change is temporal and the cost overhead is
large, it will be wiser not to migrate. But if the benefits of
the new optimized configuration cover the cost overhead
and benefits of the old one, migration can be performed. As
Triones does not have enough information of upper-layer
systems or applications, automatic data migration is not
possible. Thus, Triones provides migration information
without making the final decision for developers.

5 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TRIONES

In this section, we show the design and implementation of
the model of Triones. It acts as a storage driver to help
developers effectively place the data of their systems or
applications in the multi-cloud storage. Fig. 3 presents the
components that compose Triones. Triones has three pro-
cess modules and four configuration files. These configura-
tion files are either input for the modules or output of them.
The three modules are responsible for calculating the
optimization results, using erasure coding for data object
dividing/reconstructing, and interacting with underlying
cloud storage providers for transferring data blocks.

We provide simple APIs for developers to set their
requirements and operate data objects in the multi-cloud

storage. Table 2 presents main APIs of Triones. Besides
basic APIs like read, write, delete, and get the optimized
configurations, Triones offers two explicit migration-
relevant interfaces getMigCost and getMigSize to provide
information on data migration.

5.1 Configuration Files

In the four configuration files, two files, i.e., the Rules.cfg and
the SystemPatterns.cfg, are required to be set by developers
manually. The other two files are managed by Triones auto-
matically. In Triones, the optimization results are calculated
for each data object that would be stored in the multi-cloud
storage. Therefore, the requirements should also be set for
each object. We use data group in Triones to classify data
objects into groups and reduce the calculation overhead. A
data group can contain only one data object or a set of data
objects that have the same or very similar properties. Tri-
ones does not set strict rules on the classification of data
objects. It is the developers who can decide how to batch
different data objects into the same group. For example, one
developer may choose to group objects of his/her system
depending on their access times (10, 100, 1,000 s, etc.).
Another developer would probably put all the objects into
the same group, as he/she wants to get the same optimiza-
tion result on vendor lock-in level for each object. As shown
in Fig. 3, both developers’ requirements and optimization
results are based on the unit of data group.

Rules.cfg. The Rules.cfg is used for developers to set their
requirements, i.e., optimization and constraint rules. In the
Optimization section of each data group, each row represents
a factor that is supported by Triones. The first column

Fig. 3. The components of Triones. They consist of three process mod-
ules and four configuration files.

TABLE 2
Main APIs Provided by Triones

APIs Description

readðobj; conf; loc pathÞ read data object obj from data placement configuration conf into the local path loc path
writeðobj; conf; loc pathÞ write data object obj from the local path loc path to data placement configuration conf

deleteðobj; confÞ delete data object objwithin data placement configuration conf

getOptimizedConfðÞ calculate the optimized configurations for data placement in the multi-cloud storage
getMigCostðobjs; s; src conf; des confÞ get the cost of migrating objswith total size s from src conf to des conf

getMigSizeðobjs; s; src conf; des confÞ get the real requests and data size of migrating objswith total size s from src conf to des conf

The objs is a list of data objects in a data group.
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following the factor name is a boolean value. A true indi-
cates that this factor is demanded to be optimized for this
group while a false means no optimization on it. The second
column is a float value reflecting the optimization weight
for this factor if it is set true. If developers only choose the
factors to be optimized and do not set their optimization
weights (i.e., the values in the second column of these fac-
tors are all 0), Triones will assign the same optimization
weight to them.

Algorithm 1. Optimization Results Calculation

Input: Rul:cfg for the Rules:cfg, Sys:cfg for the System
Patterns:cfg, Pro:cfg for the Providers:cfg, lastTime,
success

Output: Opt:cfg for the OptimizationResults:cfg
1: global P ½�½� " Constant coefficient matrix
2: providers getProvidersðPro:cfgÞ
3: lockðÞ
4: if currentTimeðÞ � lastTime > THRESHOLD

or success ¼¼ false then
5: success false
6: lastTime currentTimeðÞ
7: for pro 2 providers do
8: updateðpro:url; P Þ
9: end for
10: flushðP Þ
11: success true
12: end if
13: unlockðÞ
14: data groups getDataGroupsðRul:cfgÞ
15: X  getAllPlacementConfigðprovidersÞ
16: for dg 2 data groups do
17: min MAXFLOAT
18: res NULL
19: csts getConstraintsðRul:cfg; dgÞ
20: opts getOptReqAndWeightðRul:cfg; dgÞ
21: stts getStatisticsðSys:cfg; dgÞ
22: forX s 2 X do
23: if subtoConstraintsðX s; csts; stts; P Þ then
24: insertðcands;X sÞ
25: end if
26: end for
27: bp getBestPointðcands; opts; stts; P Þ
28: mp getMaximumPointðcands; opts; stts; P Þ
29: forX s 2 cands do
30: ED s calEDðX s; opts; stts; bp;mp; P Þ
31: if EDs < min then
32: min ED s
33: res X s
34: end if
35: end for
36: vals getValueofFactorsðres; stts; P Þ
37: output dg; res; vals to Opt:cfg
38: clear csts; opts; stts; cands
39: end for

In the Constraint section of each data group, each row
also stands for a factor that is supported by Triones. A rule
specifying the constraints on the factor follows the factor
name. The signs used in the constraint rule consist of ¼, < ,
> , >¼, <¼, &&, and jj. A null means no constraint is set
on this factor. When Triones does incorporate new factors

of cloud storage, developers only need to set the Rules.cfg if
they intend to use them.

SystemPatterns.cfg. This configuration file is to present the
system patterns of each data group. Currently, only resource
statistics are needed. The Resource Statistics section of each
data group specifies how the data objects in this group con-
sume resources in upper-level systems. They are the total
storage amount of these objects and their access times. With
these information, the amount of transfer-in and transfer-out
can also be calculated. These information can be easily
offered by system or application developers as they can get
or predict them through the system or application logs [7],
[13], [23]. As developersmay design their systems or applica-
tions inmuch diverse ways, we avoid directly analyzing logs
of the systems or applications but require developers to pro-
vide such statistics [13]. These statistics are used to compute
the cost of stripping these data objects in the multi-cloud
storage, as shown in Equation (4). Note that to a data group,

RjðtÞ
0
sðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5Þ are the resources consumed on the

data objects of this group at time t.
Providers.cfg. The Providers.cfg contains the information

(name and URL) of each candidate cloud storage provider
used in Triones. An optimized data placement configura-
tion is chosen depending on these candidate providers. The
URLs are used by Triones to interact with these underlying
cloud storage providers. When new cloud storage providers
are joining in or old ones are removed, Triones will modify
this configuration file and make these changes available.

OptimizationResults.cfg. After Triones successfully calcu-
lates the optimization results, it will output the result for
each data group into the OptimizationResults.cfg. One result
is a data placement configuration that satisfies developers’
requirements subject to certain constraints. System or appli-
cation developers then record these optimized configura-
tions and use them for following data operations (like read,
write, and migrate) over the multi-cloud storage. Besides,
Triones also outputs the configurations’ values on all factors
(cost, availability, etc.) in the OptimizationResults.cfg, as dis-
played in Fig. 3. This helps developers get the benefits
brought by the optimized configuration.

5.2 Process Modules

The process modules in Triones are the Optimization Mod-
ule, the Coding Module, and the Storage Module.

Optimization module. The Optimization Module is respon-
sible for choosing the optimized data placement configura-
tions. When it is activated, it takes configuration files of the
Rules.cfg, the SystemPatterns.cfg, and the Providers.cfg as
input, and calculates optimization results into the Optimiza-
tionResults.cfg. The calculation procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 1. As presented in Algorithm 1, the Optimization
Module will firstly get the underlying cloud storage pro-
viders from the Providers.cfg (line 2) and update the constant
coefficient matrix P through the URLs of them (lines 7�9).
As the characteristics of these providers (such as price strat-
egies and guaranteed availability) do not change so often,
we set THRESHOLD to 1,209,600 seconds (two weeks) to
ensure that the characteristics can be updated every two
week (lines 4). In Triones, the constant coefficient matrix is
kept globally (line 1). Hence, synchronization is needed to
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avoid uncorrect optimization calculation when P is being
updated (line 3 and line 13). But the overhead of synchroni-
zation can be neglected, as the updating action occurs only
every two week. After the updating action completes, the
constant coefficient matrix will be flushed to disks for
permanence (line 10). We also use a boolean flag success
to indicate whether the updating and flushing actions
complete successfully. If failures occur in Triones during
the execution of any action, they will be re-executed after
Triones restarts as success is kept false (lines 4�5). The
modification of lastTime and success can be made perma-
nent by logging [24].

The Optimization Module then gets the data groups from
the Rules.cfg (line 14) as well as all possible data placement
configurations (line 15). To each data group, the Optimiza-
tion Module firstly obtains the constraint rules for it
(line 19), and omits the data placement configurations that
cannot be mapped into the multi-dimension geometric
space (lines 22�26). In the next step, the euclidean distance
associated with each candidate data placement configura-
tion is calculated (lines 29� 35) through the best point and
the maximum point (lines 27�28). The data placement con-
figuration with the minimum euclidean distance is the final
optimization result for this data group (lines 32�33). Such
configuration, along with its values on all factors, will be
output to the OptimizationResults.cfg for developers (lines
36�37) in human-readable format, as displayed in Fig. 3.

Coding module. Erasure coding is applied in the Coding
Module for data blocks encoding and decoding. When a
write request of a data object arrives, the Coding Module
divides this object into k data blocks and generate another
n� k encoded blocks. These n data blocks will be uploaded
to the n underlying cloud storage providers in the data
placement configuration provided by developers. The real
data transfer will be performed in the Storage Module. In
reading a data object, k data blocks will be retrieved for the
Coding Module to reconstruct the original object.

Storage module. The Storage Module is in charge of inter-
acting with underlying cloud storage providers to transfer
(PUT or GET) data blocks. A main function of the Storage
Module is to mask the differences among these cloud stor-
age providers. In uploading n blocks of a data object, the
Storage Module returns only when all the n underlying
cloud storage providers reply successfully. This is to ensure

the fault-tolerance level required by system or application
developers. In retrieving k data blocks, the Storage Module
only select k providers instead of all the n ones. We use a
principle for the selection: if access latency is required to be
optimized, the k fastest providers are selected, or the k
cheapest ones are selected. In the case that the Storage Mod-
ule fails to retrieve blocks from one or more providers, the
ðkþ 1Þth; ðkþ 2Þth; . . . ; fastest or cheapest providers will be
selected. In addition, the Storage Module will create multi-
ple threads to communicate with these cloud storage pro-
viders in data read and write. This helps to make the most
of parallelism provided by the underlying providers and
improve the access performance.

Both the Coding Module and the Storage Module are
stateless and do not need centralized coordination. Thus,
they scale well for developers to build their systems or
applications.

5.3 Implementation

We implement Triones in Python in 2,000 LOCs. The APIs
exposed to developers are also in Python. In the Coding
Module, we use Zfec [25], an open-source library that
adopts fast classic RS-coding [8], to implement erasure cod-
ing. In addition, we use Apache LibCloud [26] in the imple-
mentation of the Storage Module. With Apache LibCloud,
new cloud storage providers can be easily added to and
supported by the Storage Module.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Experimental Setup

We have deployed a prototype storage system to evaluate
the effectiveness of Triones. It has run in experimental vir-
tual machines built in Singapore through VPS [27]. As illus-
trated in Fig. 4, the storage system keeps metadata in
Cassandra in the local, and stores its data objects in the
multi-cloud storage through Triones. The metadata contains
the data placement optimization results. The design details
of this prototype system is beyond the scope of this paper,
so we do not discuss them further. The evaluation is only
conducted for Triones instead of the system.

We choose eight commercial cloud storage providers
[20], [28], [29] as the candidate storage backends for data
placement. They are listed in Table 3. We consider cost,

Fig. 4. The architecture of the prototype storage system that uses
Triones to store data in the multi-cloud storage.

TABLE 3
The Information of Eight Cloud Storage Providers

Provider
Price (at the first ladder)

Location

Storage Transfer out GET Req. PUT Req.

GS 0.026 0.12 0.01 0.1 Default

S3-IRL 0.03 0.12 0.004 0.05 Ireland

S3-TKY 0.033 0.201 0.0037 0.047 Japan

S3-CA 0.033 0.12 0.0044 0.055 USA

S3-SA 0.0408 0.25 0.0056 0.07 Brazil

CF-SYD 0.1 0.12 0 0 Australia
CF-VA 0.1 0.12 0 0 USA

CF-HKG 0.1 0.12 0 0
HongKong,

China

The prices for data storage, data transfer out, and GET/PUT requests are mea-
sured in dollars/month*GB, dollars/GB, and dollars/10,000 requests respec-
tively. GS is short for Google Storage and CF is short for Cloudfiles.
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access latency, fault-tolerance level, vendor lock-in level,
durability, and availability for data placement configura-
tions in Triones. These factors have been defined in
Section 3. As all these eight cloud storage providers cost
free for data transfer-in, we do not consider this for calculat-
ing the cost. The guaranteed durability and availability of
all the providers are 99.9999 and 99.9 percent respectively.

We simulate the behaviors of the storage system accord-
ing to the workloads collected from a real file sharing appli-
cation (http://thu.meepo.org/) used in Tsinghua
University. The workloads captured the access logs from
many users. As shown in Table 4, two data sets containing
different number of data objects with different access pat-
terns are collected. Data Set 1 consists of data objects with rel-
atively high access frequency. Each data object was accessed
for around 1,000 times in a month, most of which were read
requests. Data Set 2 provides cold data as each object was
read for less than five times in a month, with no write
requests. Each data set maps to a data group in Triones.

We set unified constraints on each data group to Tri-
ones. Vendor lock-in level is no larger than 0.5. This means
at least two providers should be included in the final opti-
mized configurations. Durability of the constructed config-
uration is no less than 99.999999 percent while availability
is no less than 99.999 percent. Moreover, it should tolerate
failures of at least one provider, i.e., the fault-tolerance
level is no less than 1. Note that for readability, we do a lit-
tle change of Equation (1) to represent the final data place-
ment configuration in the evaluation. We use the name of
the cloud storage provider instead of the number 1 if this
provider (i.e., xi) is chosen in the configuration. If one pro-
vider is not chosen, its name as well as the number 0 does
not occur in the final configuration.

6.2 Single Objective Optimization

This section provides the results for optimization on a single
objective. Actually there are many single factors that can
be optimized. Due to space limitation, we only report the
results of cost and access latency here. These two factors are
cared about more than others by developers when
deploying systems or applications in the multi-cloud stor-
age [2], [3], [4], [7]. To test access latency, we set a
measurement unit that consists of a write request followed
by a read request [5], [6]. Each unit is executed periodically
(every one minute) in the prototype storage system. To each
request, the size of data object is chosen randomly.

Cost. For Data Set 1, Triones calculates an optimized data
placement configuration, X1

c ,
3 to keep the data objects. X1

c

uses fCF-SYD, CF-HKG, GS, kð2Þg. Among all the

configurations that can be built from the eight cloud storage

providers, X1
c offers the lowest cost,4 $1122.37, for Data Set

1. For Data Set 2, Triones applies fS3-IRL, S3-CA, GS, kð2Þg
to build another configuration X2

c . The cost of X
2
c is $101.19,

which is still the lowest to keep data objects of Data Set 2
that are mainly for storage. As data objects in Data Set 1 are
frequently accessed, the cloud storage providers chosen are
relatively cheap in access. On the other hand, the providers

in X2
c are cheap in data storage. If we use X1

c for Data Set 2,
the cost will be $121.07. This is about 19.65 percent higher

than that of X2
c . Similarly, if we move data objects of Data

Set 1 into X2
c , the cost rises to $1127.44. Note that for Data

Set 1, GS uses two pricing ladders on data transfer-out while
other providers only use one. For Data Set 2, all providers
only use one pricing ladder.

We further show how Triones works when more pricing
ladders are involved by simulation. We extend Data Set 1 to
change its transfer-out size from 1 to 400 TB (keeping each
data object with 1,000 get requests). Meanwhile, we vary the
storage of Data Set 2 from 1 to 400 TB (keeping each data
object with 1 get request). Triones adapts well to more pric-
ing ladders and generates the corresponding results to
achieve optimal cost. For the changing of Data Set 1, Triones
uses X1

ladder1
:fCF-SYD, CF-HKG, CF-VA, kð2Þg if the trans-

fer-out amount is less than 6 TB, and X1
ladder2

:fGS, CF-HKG,

CF-VA, kð2Þg if the amount is larger than 6 TB. When the
transfer-out is 400 TB (four ladders are reached on transfer-
out), using X1

ladder1
costs $33,282.4, higher than that

($33,184.19) of X1
ladder2

. However, when the transfer-out is

only 4 TB, X1
ladder2

brings higher cost ($483.98) than X1
ladder1

($480.6). For Data Set 2, Triones generates the same result as
X2

ladder:fGS, S3-IRL, S3-CA, kð2Þg despite the number of pric-
ing ladders involved.

Access latency. For access latency optimization, Triones
correspondingly chooses a data placement configuration
Xl. Xl utilizes fS3-TKY, GS, CF-SYD, CF-HKG, kð3Þg.
The work of mLibCloud [6] shows that a data placement
configuration with n ¼ 5 and k ¼ 3 could reduce data
access latency, especially read latency. It randomly uses
two configurations as Xmlib1 :fS3-IRL, S3-CA, S3-SA, GS,

CF-VA, kð3Þg and Xmlib2 :fS3-TKY, S3-CA, S3-SA, CF-SYD,

CF-HKG, kð3Þg.
We compare the optimized configuration computed by

Triones to the ones used in mLibCloud. As presented
in Fig. 5, Xl outperforms both Xmlib1 and Xmlib2 in data

TABLE 4
Experimental Data Sets

Data Objects Storage Transfer Out GET Num. Put Num.

Set 1 9,930 9.46 GB 9,465.39 GB 9,929.7 k 14.86 k

Set 2 99,905 292.36 GB 732.25 GB 250.12 k 0

Fig. 5. Access latency from the virtual machines in Singapore to Xl,
Xmlib1 ,Xmlib2 .

3. The superscript numbers of X refer to the data sets. The subscript
letters ofX refer to the factors to be optimized, in which c is for cost, l is
for access latency, f is for fault-tolerance level, and v is for vendor lock-
in level.

4. The cost discussed in the evaluation refers to the dollars one has
to pay in a month.
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access latency5 from Singapore to the multi-cloud stor-
age. For example, in writing 16 MB-size objects, the
latency to Xl is 4.68 s. It is about 57.26 and 57.84 percent
lower than that to Xmlib1 and Xmlib2 respectively. The

latency of reading 16 MB-size objects from Xl is 3.78 s,
about 48.22 percent less than that from Xmlib1 and similar

to that from Xmlib2 .

As mentioned in Section 5, Triones chooses k fastest pro-
viders in a configuration to retrieve data blocks for data
read, if access latency is one of the optimization objectives.
Both of Xl and Xmlib2 have k ¼ 3 as well as cloud storage

providers including S3-TKY, CF-SYD, and CF-HKG. These
three providers are the fastest three ones among the eight to
the virtual machines located in Singapore. Hence, we can
see from Fig. 5b that read latency from Xl and Xmlib2 differ

little from each other. Besides, in data write, Triones must
put all n data blocks to n providers composing of a data
placement configuration, no matter how slow one provider
is. That is why write latency is higher than read latency for
a configuration, as shown in Fig. 5a.

6.3 Multi-Objective Optimization

For multi-objective optimization in Triones, there can be
numerous combinations of factors to be optimized. We have
chosen the optimization requirements depending on the
features of these two data sets to show how Triones works
on multi-objective data placement optimization. We firstly
set the objectives to have the same optimization weight.

Data Set 1. For Data Set 1 with intensive access, we pre-
fer both cost and access latency to be optimized at the same
time. Triones uses a data placement configuration, X1

c;l, to

satisfy the complex optimization requirement. X1
c;l happens

to be the same as Xl, which is the configuration for only

optimizing access latency. The cost of X1
c;l is $1,325.33,

18.08 percent more expensive than X1
c . However, for both

read and write operations, X1
c;l could reduce the latency on

different sizes (from 32 KB to 16 MB) by 30�50 percent

compared to X1
c . This is reasonable when cost is not the

only concern, i.e., cost and access latency have the same

optimization weight. Compared to X1
c;l, the cost of Xmlib1

and Xmlib2 are $1,388.69 and $1,544.67, which is 4.78 and

16.55 percent higher respectively. Thus, we can see that a
randomly chosen data placement configuration can hardly
satisfy complex requirements involving optimizing multi-
ple factors in the multi-cloud storage. This further proves
the necessity of a systematic model for both single and
multiple objective optimization.

Now suppose we want to further consider optimizing
fault-tolerance level and vendor lock-in level for Data
Set 1. A higher fault-tolerance level could help improve
the availability of access services. Meanwhile, a lower
vendor lock-in level helps mitigate the limitation of the
underlying cloud storage providers. The requirement is
to optimize cost, access latency, fault-tolerance level, and
vendor lock-in level.

In this case, Triones computes the data placement configu-
ration X1

c;l;v;f as fS3-TKY, S3-IRL, S3-CA, GS, CF-SYD, CF-
HKG, kð3Þg. It is effective in balancing more factors.

Compared to X1
c , X

1
c;l;v;f improves fault-tolerance level by

200 percent, reduces vendor lock-in level by 49.85 percent,
and reduces read latency (RL) by about 50 percent, as pre-

sented in Fig. 6. However, the cost ofX1
c;l;v;f rises by 13.19 per-

cent to keep more redundant data blocks. In contrast with

X1
c;l, X

1
c;l;v;f reduces cost by 4.14 percent as well as achieving

3� fault-tolerance level. Moreover, the vendor lock-in level of

X1
c;l;v;f is reduced by 33.2 percent. This is at the expense of

access latency. For example, X1
c;l;v;f brings 93.92 percent

higher latency in writing 8MB-size data objects than X1
c;l. But

in data read latency, X1
c;l;v;f and X1

c;l differ little from each

other because of the reading mode used in Triones, as dis-
cussed in Section 6.2.

Data Set 2.Data Set 2 contains data objects that are mainly
storedwith little access. To such access patterns, we are inter-
ested in cost, vendor lock-in level, and fault-tolerance level
for them in the prototype storage system. Fault-tolerance
level is essential to guarantee the durability of cold data that
will be stored in the cloud storage for a long time. We do not
consider optimizing access latency because of the low access
frequency of Data Set 2. The complex requirement here is the
optimization for all these three factors. Triones gets a data
placement configuration, X2

c;v;f , which uses all the eight pro-

viders and k ¼ 2. As listed in Table 5,X2
c;v;f performs well in

cost, vendor lock-in level, and fault-tolerance level at the

same time. Compared to X2
c , X

2
c;v;f reduces the vendor lock-

in level by 62.46 percent. Besides, the fault-tolerance level of

X2
c;v;f is improved by 5�. However, as more data blocks have

to be kept, the cost of X2
c;v;f increases by 72.95 percent com-

paredwith that ofX2
c .

Fig. 6. The cost, fault-tolerance level, read latency, write latency (WL),
and vendor lock-in level (VLL) ofX1

c;l;v;f in comparison withX1
c;l andX1

c .

TABLE 5
The Cost, Vendor Lock-in Level, and Fault-Tolerance

Level ofX2
c;v;f andX2

c

Cost ($) Vendor Lock-in Level Fault-tolerance level

X2
c

101.19 0.333 1

X2
c;v;f

175.01 0.125 6

5. The access latency discussed in the evaluation refers to 90th-
percentile access latency. Moreover, the access latency does not
contain the time for erasure coding. The overhead of data encod-
ing/decoding is discussed in Section 6.4.
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Varying optimization weight. Now let’s see how Triones
balances among multiple objectives in different optimiza-
tion weight. We consider optimizing cost and fault-
tolerance level simultaneously for data objects in Data Set
2. Thus, we use Wc to represent the optimization weight
for cost and Wf for fault-tolerance level, where
Wc þWf ¼ 1. Fig. 7 presents the cost and fault-tolerance
level of configurations that are calculated under different
value of Wc. We can observe that Triones is able to choose
data placement configurations to balance among cost and
fault-tolerance level, according to their optimization
weight. For example, when we set Wc ¼ 5% and
Wf ¼ 95%, it means that we place fault-tolerance level at a
more important position in the optimization. Triones gets
a configuration that provides cost of $242.57 and fault-tol-
erance level of 7 (k=1 is allowed in this case). While we set
Wc ¼ 95% and Wf ¼ 5%, which means cost is more cared
about, a configuration with cost of $126.01 and fault-toler-
ance level of 3 is used. In this configuration, the cost
decreases by 48.05 percent (more important) while the
fault-tolerance level decreases by 57.14 percent (less
important), compared to that of Wc ¼ 5%.

6.4 Overhead of Triones

Triones is based on erasure coding and non-linear program-
ming. Hence, the overhead of the model consists of the time
to encode/decode data blocks as well as computing an opti-
mization result.

Fig. 8a shows the time spent in encoding/decoding blocks
of 16 MB-size data objects under different erasure coding
parameters of ðn; kÞ. These parameters are chosen according
to the configurations built above. We still use Zfec for the
experiment. The time spent under each parameter is aver-
aged over 10,000 tests. We can see that the time spent in
decoding is about 50 percent less than that in encoding. Even
so, both of them are about 0.5 s in 16 MB-size data objects.
This overhead is a small part of the total latency of accessing
these data objects in the multi-cloud storage. We think the
overhead imposed by erasure coding is reasonable given the
benefits it brings to stripe data in the multi-cloud storage,
compared to single cloud storage (e.g., availability or vendor
lock-in) or full-replication policy (e.g., cost).

As discussed in Section 4 and Section 5, the complexity
of Algorithm 1 is Oð2NÞ. Fig. 8b illustrates that when the

number of cloud storage providers increases, the time for
the calculation of Triones on one data group rises expo-
nentially. But as N is usually small, the complexity is not
a concern here. For example, when N is 8, the overhead
of getting an optimized configuration on one data group
is only 0.0018 s. However, with new cloud storage pro-
viders are made available, this calculation might take lon-
ger time. Fortunately, the distance measure can be
performed independently for each configuration, i.e., the
calculation can be parallelized [30] to reduce the time.
Furthermore, the Pruning Algorithms [31] can be used to
further reduce the complexity of the calculation.

6.5 Configuration Change Frequency

We have used a trace on 100 documents (each around 3 MB)
to test the frequency of configuration change. This trace is
similar to that used in Scalia [7] and was collected from the
file sharing application in Tsinghua University. For the first
ten days after being uploaded, each document got 150�200
reads per day. The access frequency decreased from 150
times/day to 1 time/day in the next twenty days. Then the
frequency kept steady (below three times/day) ever after.

Four optimization requirements are set: optimizing cost
(denoted as OR1), optimizing latency (OR2), optimizing
both cost and access latency (OR3), and optimizing cost,
access latency, fault-tolerance level as well as vendor lock-
in level (OR4). For the complex requirements, every objec-
tive has the same weight.

As for the results, three configuration changes happen
for OR1. OR2, OR3, and OR4 do not incur any configuration
change. For OR1, configuration changes occur at the access
frequencies of 12 times/day, 10 times/day, and five times/
day respectively. This is because when access frequency
decreases, the cost of data storage accounts for a larger pro-
portion and causes the change of the data placement config-
uration intending cheaper cost on storage. It seems that the
frequencies causing the configuration change are close to
each other. However, this is intrinsic for the optimization
based on the provided information and will not influence
the effectiveness of Triones for OR1. In fact, the optimized
configuration for one frequency is suboptimal for anther.
For example, when the access frequency decreases to five
times/day, if the configuration (fS3-IRL, S3-CA, CF-VA,
kð2Þg) generated for 10 times/day is still used, the cost is
$0.176857. This is just slightly higher than the cost
($0.176829) of the optimized configuration (fS3-IRL, S3-CA,
GS, kð2Þg) for 5 times/day. The migration costs of the docu-
ments between these two configurations (in two different

Fig. 8. The overhead of Triones. The results are tested in the machine
with Intel Xeon X5650 (2.67 GHz) and 16 GB RAM.

Fig. 7. The cost and fault-tolerance level of data placement configura-
tions under differentWc.
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directions) are $0.03633 and $0.03726 respectively. As a
result, if the access frequency remains in the range of
10 times/day and five times/day (or in the around ranges),
keeping the configurations without data migration might be
a good decision. Certainly, developers can rely on Triones
to make other migration decisions. In any case, Triones can
work effectively for OR1 compared to randomly choosing
data placement configurations. On the other hand, OR2

does not cause the change of configuration because OR2

only optimizes latency while access pattern change only
influences cost. For OR3 and OR4, the cost changed by
access pattern has less impact on changing the configuration
for optimizing multiple objectives.

7 RELATED WORK

Many previous works are related to Triones and have
inspired Triones. We review these works in this section.

Multi-cloud storage based on erasure coding. RACS [2] was
the first work to put forward the idea of applying erasure
coding in the multi-cloud storage. The goal was to avoid
vendor lock-in and improve the service availability. HAIL
[4] aimed at protecting the availability and security of data
by using erasure coding in the multi-cloud storage. DepSky
[5] tried to guarantee the reliability and security of applica-
tions through encryption and encoding at reasonable cost
and access latency. mLibCloud [6] attempted to achieve uni-
form access and reduce access latency under such circum-
stance. However, these studies concentrated on using the
multi-cloud storage in ad-hoc ways. The schemas or models
in their systems only randomly chose data placement con-
figurations to achieve certain features. Compared with
them, Triones is a systematic model to address the optimi-
zation issue for developers in the multi-clouds storage. It
enables them to deploy their systems or applications in an
optimized way under their simple or complex require-
ments. One similar work to Triones is Scalia [7]. Scalia used
an adaptive scheme to choose different data placement con-
figurations for offering the optimal cost while satisfying cer-
tain constraints. However, from Triones’ point of view, the
model in Scalia only conducted single objective optimiza-
tion. Triones does the work for both single objective as well
as multi-objective optimization.

Optimization in cloud platforms. Optimization has been
studied in cloud platforms by previous studies for years.
For example, the work in [32] focused on multi-objective
optimization for deploying online social services in master-
slave cloud platforms. The work in [33], [34] proposed opti-
mization solutions for the scheduling of many dynamic
computing tasks to satisfy multiple objectives. Compared to
these studies, the assumptions and usage scenarios of
multi-cloud storage are different. As mentioned in Section 3,
the providers in the multi-cloud storage do not support exe-
cuting any code [2], [5], [7]. They can only be used by their
storage interfaces without modifications. How tasks are
running and managed in these cloud storage providers can-
not be gotten outside. Moreover, in multi-cloud storage that
is based on erasure coding, the factors (e.g., vendor lock-in
or availability) cared about by system or application devel-
opers have specific characteristics. Thus, optimization in
such scenario has to be explored.

Coding schemes. The design of different coding schemes
have been widely studied in storage systems. NCCloud [3]
proposed to use functional minimum-storage regenerating
code to reduce the cost of storage repair in the multi-cloud
storage if one cloud storage provider fails permanently. The
work in [35] presented how to use the least amount of data
for XOR-based erasure coding during recovery and designed
a new coding scheme based on RS-code to deal with
degraded reads. In the in-house storage scenario, Windows
Azure employed Local Reconstruction Codes (LRC) [36] to
reduce the number of data blocks that have to be read to
reconstruct lost or corrupted blocks, without improving the
storage overhead. Triones does not do any improvement in
coding schemes. We use the classic RS-code [8] to stripe data
in themulti-cloud storage. Ourwork is orthogonal to this cat-
egory of related works. New coding schemes can be applied
in the Coding Module and Triones can then conduct new
optimizationwith these coding schemes.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper presents Triones, a systematic model to formu-
late and optimize data placement in multi-cloud storage
by using erasure coding. As a systematic approach, Tri-
ones tries its best to avoid ad-hoc ways of randomly
choosing data placement configurations. It uses non-linear
programming to define the problem of data placement
optimization. In this model, quantifiable factors under
consideration can be expressed in the inequalities of con-
straints as well as being put in the objective function. We
apply euclidean distance measure through geometric
space abstraction for the objective function to calculate the
optimization results. In this way, complex requirements
that are not considered in previous works can be easily
included in Triones. Furthermore, new factors and
requirements can be adopted in the model and optimized
by the same means. Triones helps system or application
developers to achieve the features of the multi-cloud stor-
age in an optimized way with reasonable overhead.
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